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BY E .dliainnlete with a ce to the Sugar in matching Christmas pajamas and
,*,Danceand thesound ofSanta Santa hats. As fat white snowflakes

In this second week df«ARK;Tfalling down the chimney. The end of fell peacefully outside and a brightly
Houghton has fallen into the spirit *' chapel featured "Sleigh Ride," which lit Christmas tree cast a warm glow,
of the season. At Monday's "Tree students sat transfixed as Mullen

Lighting Chapel" President Mullen read Gmat Joy by Kate DiCamillo.

spoke about beauty coming in the

midst ofthe strain of this past semester,
*1 i

With over 50 students in attendance,

the President and First Gentleman

especially in regard to last weekend's *.M sat near the crackling fire and talked
Prism performance. Mullen thanked , *.. about the stories that surround

the campus for extending hospitality Christmas. As students volunteered

to the Buffalo refugees who attended 1 their favorite holiday tales, freshman
Prism and the after-party in the Campus Luke Crawford commented on how

Center. Her message then centered on much he loved that the President

hope, speaking to the fact that God and First Gentleman had an active

comes in the messiness. She referenced I role in the lives of the students. It's

"0 Little Town of Bethlehem" and /true-not every school's president
the line the hopes and fears of all the r andhusband would be willing to dress
years are met in Thee tonight. Mullen up in Santa hats and read a Christmas
reminded us that fear is no longer story to their students. Before she

m charge, as Jesus came amidst the  began Mullen leaned in and said,messlness to save us. "Children's Christmas stories are

"This is the hope of Advent," she * really for adults." With that, she
saidL settled back and started the tale of a

After the message, it was time for PHOTO BY DANIEL PEIXOTO little girl named Frances who helped
the lighting of the tree. Mullen counted Mills tossed a nightgown to lucky student, an organ grinder and his monkey find

down, clicked her controller, and the tree Kristen Beck junior. joy at Christmas. With loving care, she
came to life. After that, "Hark the Herald gestured to the delicate pictures of the

Angeles Sing" and "While Shepherds has become a traditioh at Houghton and organ grinder's monkey and changed
Watched" were sung and then Dean a crowd-favorite. , her voice to give each character his or

Brittain and Symphonic Winds regaled On Tuesday, CAB hosted an "Ugly
the audience with a musical version of Christmas Sweater Party," which

Twas the Night Before Christmas," featured Mullen and Dr. Paul Mills · Christmas cont'd on page 3

HDU Program Reinstated
BY KATHERINE BAKER

After a two-year hiatus, Houghton
is now receiving applications for the
newly revised off-campus program
in Australia and New Zealand called

Houghton Down Under (HDU).
According to the Houghton Web site,
students participating in the program
will "serve in the cities, hike in the bush

and rainforest, swim in the South Pacific,

and learn with local teachers-all amidst

spectacular scenery, fantastic flora and
fauna„ and friendly people."

HDU had previously been located
at Kingsley College's campus in
Melbourne, Australia. When Kingsley

College got rid of residence halls on

campus, Houghton had to investigate

other site options. There was some
encouragement from the admissions

department to bring HDU back be..,//
the program is attractive to prospective
students.

Ron Mahurin, Academic Vice

President and Dean of the College, said,
"Research this past spring found that
Australia was the second-most sought
offcampus experience among a sample
of our prospective students. National

statistics on where students go abroad

also show very high interest in Australia
and New Zealand" Another impetus to

bring back the program was the interest
of leaders of the Western Methodist

Church in New Zealand and Austalia

in woding with Houghton, as Dr. Paul
Young program director, explained.

Location is one of the main

differences between the old and new

programs. Previously, the program was
located in the suburbs of Melbourne. The

revised program is instead set in three
distinct cities: Brisbane and Melbourne,

Australia and Auckland, New Zealand.

"Roughly a month will be spent in
each location, which will allow for a

comparative study ofthree different cities
and two different countries," Young said-

"We can understand our own culture

better by understanding other cultures,"

Young explained

John Rowley, who participated as a

student in the previous HDU program,

said, "Anytime you look at another
culture you learn about your own and

you learn about yourself " Rowley stated
that often, studying other cultures and
seeing their viewpoints makes students
more open-minded

Mahurin agreed, and said that

off-campus programs help students
"develop a less dogmatic approach to
life." Mahurin also stated that programs
such as HDU help students to "acquire

skills of relating [to] and working with

people across cultural boundaries."
Aaron Routhe, who was involved

in revising the HDU program, said,

"Increasing opportunities for students

to study abroad follows Houghton's

mission to prepare individuals to

become globally connected."

Young also pointed out that off-

campus programs provide "greater

chance for God to touch your heart for

mission world' Routhe additionally
said that, as more students attend

off-campus programs, there is an
increased number of individuals who

can come back and, based on their short

but substantive experience, can become

peer teachers. This can be even more
valuable than students learning from

faculty."

"I hope that by going to Australia I

will receive insights into a culture that I
am not familiar with and learn about my
own culture in the process," said Sarah
Jacoby, sophomore, who applied for the
Fall 201 I semester abroad in Australia

and New Zealand. *

The term hydrofracking, 01

baking, is short for hydraulic

fracturing, which is "a controversia

form of natural gas drilling." Frackini

has most recently and perhaps best bew

publicized by a series ofdocumentaries

on the subject including Gaslanc
2010, and Split Estate, a documentarj
shown at Our Common Ground earliei

this semester. Fracking operates bi

"shooting millions of gallons of watet
and a cocktail of extraction chemicals

deep underground-on average, 800(
feet below the surface. The pressurize:
water and chemicals shake 100*

natural gas that is then captured anc
piped away." The drill is irsertec

vertically and shifted horizontalli

once underground, which allows gas
companies to drill multiple wells friMT

a single well pad.
The sand, water, and chemicals

used in this process break up th<

rock underground. The crux of thc

controversy surrounding hydrofrackins

is the unwillingness of gas companie
to disclose the chemicals used in th<

extraction process.

Concerned Citizens of Allegan)

County (CCAC) held a meeting this

past Monday, Dec. 6, to work to furthet

educate the community of Allegam

County on the issue of hydrofrackini
before the statewide moratorium

expires next May. This is the sixtk

organizational meeting that haf

happened thus far.

Tim Corrigan, board member 01

CCAC, argued that the gas companies

should be required to disclose thi

chemicals they use so that they car
be held accountable to environmenta

safety laws, giving the public faitt
in them.In 2005. the national Energ

Policy Act exempted all gas drillins
companies from the Safe Watel

Drinking Act of 1974 and permittec
them not to reveal which chemicals

in the extraction fluid are used in th¢

fracking process.

Corrigan did agree that thi

allowance of hydrofracking woulc

provide a short-term economic booir

to the county, but that the toxic anc

cancer-causing agents used within thf

process would need to be eliminata

before natural gas companies coulc

begin to drill in the county. He notec

that the natural gas supplies will on<
day run out, and that the U.S. needs tc

be working towards finding renewabk

sources of energy. He agreed that wha

Hydrofucking cont'd on pg. 2
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E'Sas'Sthe t,Jorld
Civil War for Christmas?

BY JENS HIEBER

What does 11 mean to have a civil

war in one's own country? Wehe
all heard plenty about the American
Civil War. but that s all histon. War

is a terrible thing: it is violence born
of the fall of mankind. War among
nations is one thing. and mostly these
u·ars are centered on selfish motives

or a misguided sense of nobility. In
the past. wars haie been fought w'ith
close neighbors. then with distant
neighbors, and now· they can be
fought all the u'ay across the globe.
War in all of its forms is horrific. and

yet I can't help but think that a civil
war must somehow· be far worse than

any other form.

Over the past few years 1-ve
u'atched in disbelief as various

countries around the u·orld.

especially in my home continent of
Africa. have descended into civil

war. Almost exactly three years ago.
a presidential election in Kenya
ignited the building racial tensions
and led to almost a thousand people.
estimates wary. being massacred i
watched in horror as a government

rife with corruption crumbled and the
democracy it so proudly proclaimed
broke into bloody pieces. Even now.
1 watch the tensions building again

in my former home country and fear
what will happen in the next election

m two years.

More recently, 1 was forced to
divert my outrage to Zimbabwe
where a similar situation arose, with

consequences monumentally worse
than in Kenya. A ruthless dictator.
desperate to cling to every shred of
power he has held for about 30 years.
has beaten a whole country onto its
knees so as to keep anyone else from

assuming his position. When Morgan
Tsvangirai. now the Prime Minister,
ran against him, he used the armed
forces and police force to intimidate
all the citizens not already on his
payroll or demoralized enough to
follow· him. Tsvangirai was able to
win the first round of elections, but
withdrew, both from the election

and from the country for a time after
threats to his life. Hyperinfiation ofthe
Zimbabwean dollar rose to a rate of

over 11 million percent per year, until

even slashing zeros u·as no longer
effective enough and trade in other
currencies began to be encouraged.
What would it be like to suddenly

live in a country where violence was
evident in our daily surroundings. all
of our savings were worthless, and
the economy couldn't even sustain a
city. let alone a country?

In the last few· weeks I've been

oscillating between contained rage
and concerned bafflement; now it's

happening again. Let's all welcome
the Ivory Coast to the civil war

club. Okay, so maybe it'S not to
that point yet, but since they just
got out of one civil war in the past
few years, this doesn't bode well.
Another election, another president
unwilling to give up his power, and
another corrupt system that allows
him to stay on his throne, sucking
another African country dry. And I
haven't even mentioned Somalia,

Sudan, or any of the other wrecked
African countries.

Why am 1 writing all of this?
Perhaps I've gone on too long, but
all of it comes down to a single
question. Is there anything we can
do about this? What can we, any
of us, do when confronted with

such mindless greed and violence?
Thousands of miles away from

where these atrocities are being
committed, what are we to do? The

sheer helplessness 1 feel in the face

of the injustices occurring on my
continent is almost overpowering.

As we near the end of our

semester, let us remember those

who are not surrounded by the
same stability we take for granted.
As we celebrate another year
gone by, another snowy Christmas
of presents and cookies, let us
remember those less fortunate

than us. Let us pray that the peace
signified by Christ's coming will
find its way to the blood-red soil of
that lovely continent.

The World OUT There
BY DEREK SCHWABE

He**Rala Shut*Dmvil<*M#Canal - -

Maritime traffic through the F*@iia Canal has been « Ap:i U thateouldsoonbe o and

temporaily suspended due tfrecord-high rainf p {.(be *s;Noe station has landed

levels. 1te canal authgity issued a statement th Vn - 8CT 15 tCS#* repre-

week, reillrting 1bed,hibility of negative effects 4 Proj-

shipping 0¥**ions tMRaugh the canal. This 05 it has been

marks the fir*50/that the canal has been for *0179 ed on the ship
close since the . invaded Panama in 1989. paceX California

closure was somewh having some ve a $1. billi NASA to

left waiting idly in th aterwa*,Officials reported for the the In-

their intentions to o fiood gliWF*fore quickly pace Station (ISS)

stabilize water levels y explic#04*at the canal executive leadership

would be able to resum - operlitid within hours. tedious testing process

Over 14000 ships utilize - PinEmal»anal each year, ld many more unexpected

representing five percent intemrional trade. The t Gwynne Shotwell told
closure coincides with a re t ¥Nather trend in Cen- say that we're going to have a

tral America of unusually ftighlday-December rainy of the first three flights. That's just empirical. It's to
seasons. do with our process or our hopes."

photos courtesy of www.indybay.org and www.mnn.corn
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Hydrofracking cont'd from page 1

the CCAC was attempting to do was
to offer a "counter-balance" to the

"commercial spin" given on the subject
in a depressed economy.

While hydrofracking sounds like

a relatively safe mechanism and an
efficient way to provide the U.S. with
natural gas energy, it has in fact been

documented as a significant health
risk, contaminating groundwater 1000
feet below the earth's surface. The

contamination of the groundwater, or
the aquifer, is particularly significant
for Allegany County given that local
agriculture relies on this to irrigate
their crops. The breaking · up of the
rock, along with the combination of
chemicals used to break up the rocki
releases methane, a natural gas, as well
as a number ofdocumented radioactive

and carcinogenic substances discovered

by independent labs. Not only is
the health of the human residents

potentially threatened by this practice,
but also that of local ecosystems, in
particular local streams and rivers and
their flora and fauna

Marcellus Shale, the rock from

which the natural gas is extracted,
extends from New York to West

Virginia and contains Pennsylvania
Ohio, and Houghton, and Allegany
County as whole rests upon some of
this mineral's energy potential. There is
around 1.9 trillion cubic feet of natural

gas lurking beneath these surfaces.
The process of fracking requires

a lease of rights by landowners to
drill underground private properties.
Gas companies often offer significant
amounts of money, in the thousands
of dollars, to landowners for this use.

Currently, in New York, there is a one-
year moratorium on leasing land for
any such purpose. Corrigan commented
that the state has been more pro-active
on this issue than have many other
states. This moratorium was passed on
Aug. 15,2010, and is scheduled to last
until May 15,2011.

There is concern, particularly, that
the introduction of hydrofracking in
the Catskills, which provides drinking
water for New York City, could affect
the health of nearly 10 million people.
State senators have also introduced

legislation that would put more
stringent regulations on the practice,
if allowed following the moratorium.
New York's Environmental Protection

Agency (EPA), as well as the national
EPA, has pledged to look into the costs
and benefits of the practice, under a
"congressionally mandated hydraulic
manufacturing study." This study is to
be completed by the end of 2012

On the federal level, the Fracturing

Responsibility and Awareness of
Chemicals Act was proposed last year
by Senator Diana DeGette (D-CO) and
Senator Bob Casey (D-PA). It requests

that hydraulic fiacturing be once
again made accountable to the Safe
Water Drinking Act, and mandates the

disclosure ofchemicals used in fracking
fluids, which have not hereunto been

disclosed being barred as trade secrets.

In Allegany County, the CCAC

have banded together to prevent
hydrofracking from becoming a

reality in this county. The CCAC

Hydrofracking cont'd on page 3
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Student EMTs Lend a Helping Hand
BY KRISTEN PALMER

When the siren behind Fancher Hall sounds,

it is certain a few of the Houghton Emergency
Medical Technicians (EMT) are rushing to
the scene, wherever and whatever it may be.
Comprised of both community members and 11

active Houghton students, the group of EMTs is
a strictly volunteer-based party.

According to Mary Jo Cronk, receptionist
at the College's admission office and who has
served as an EMT at the intermediate level for

about 15 years, Houghton's student EMTs have
set schedules. Those involved can expect to be
on call during the regular semester, from 7 a.m.
to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday, every other
week, excluding breaks and finals weeks.

"It's set up with enough other people that the
group of students can work together to decide
who's available and when to take the calls,"
Cronk said.

In addition to that, EMTs are each on call 5

p.m. to 5 a.m. one night a week and one weekend
a month. The members of the group never know
for sure how often they will be called in, but
according to Cronk, it is typically once or twice
a week, and one run takes about three hours to

complete.
Typical calls include calls to the nursing

home, mutual aid to neighboring towns, and
sometimes fires.

Hydrofracking cont'd from page 2

first coalesced about 20 years ago

and successfully prevented low-level
nuclear waste from outside the county
from being dumped within the county's
landfills. Corrigan described the CCAC
as a group of "regular, working-class
people" who believe that citizens have
the 'tight and duty to make their voices

heard" They have sent information
to local legislators on the subject and
have also put up roadside signs to

PHOTO BY DANIEL PEIXOTO

There are currently H active Houghton student EMTs from

all ranges of mqjors.

publicize the issue in their immediate
communities. Allowing hydroffacking
in Allegany County would generate tax

revenue and could potendally create
jobs with the natural gas companies for
local citizens. However, many want to

suggest that the short tenn economic
benefits afforded to the area are not

worth the long term environmental
affects, both ecological and aesthetic,
to the county and to the Southern Tier
region.

Sources: www.nydailynews.com *

Myers Resigns; Position Open
BY HANNAH JENNINGS

The resignation of Houghton's
Executive Director of Public

Relations, Sharon Myers, will take
effect today. Myers was hired
in June of 2009, and she will be

completing her term of employment
today, Dec. 10.

Citing private reasons for
stepping down, Myers said that
"I have truly loved working
at Houghton and will miss

the students, faculty, and staff
tremendously. This is a wonderful
Christian institution that I have

been blessed to serve. I have simply
made the decision to leave based on

personal reasons-mainly owing
to the distance I travel to get to
Houghton and wanting to be closer
to my family."

President Shirley Mullen

praised the work Myers has done at
Houghton and said, "The College

is indebted to Sharon Myers for

laying the foundation for a new day
in public relations at Houghton. She
has led an effort to bring cohesion
to our message, coordination of our
various media, and a comprehensive

strategy for telling the Houghton
Story. In short, she has left a great
platform on which her successor can
build. We wish her the very best in

her next position!"

The Public Relations Department

opened as a branch within the school
in 2009 when Myers was hired and

provides a means of organizing a
reliable and appealing message to
prospective students, as well as a
chance for hands-on experience for
student interns in the business and

communication departments. Myers
had previously worked as Director
of Communications at St. Joseph's
Collegiate Institute in Buffalo, and
prior to that had held positions in
Italy and the United Kingdom. As of
Wednesday, her position is yet to be
filled.

"If there is a fire in our district, then the

ambulance stands by,- Cronk said. "We don't
really have a lot of intense calls."

Houghton's student EMTs consist of

sophomores, juniors. and seniors and come from

a variety of majors.

"If everyone who joins iS frQm the same

major, they tend to have classes or exams at the

same time, which leaves people unavailable at
the same times," she said.

Students interested in becoming an EMT must

fill out an application, which they can get online

or from Seth Taylor. second assistant chief at

the Houghton Volunteer Fire Department. They

must submit the application and undergo an

individual interview process with two members
of the ambulance service. The students then

must take a county-sponsored class, which is

offered during the spring semester and Mayterm

and that they must pass in order to become an
official EMT who is New York State certified.

According to Cronk, becoming a Houghton

EMT is beneficial, because it is a way to give

back to the community. -It's a great way to

connect with fellow students who might not be
in your major discipline," she said. "It's a way

to learn and build on a new skill, and it's a great
life skill to have-to know what to do in an

emergency situation."
Those interested can learn more at www.

houghtonvfd.org.

Christmas cont'd from page 1

her own unique personality.
At the end of the story, Mullen

gave away her copy of Great Joy to

the person with the longest last name
in the audience; there happened to be a

tie. While Jocelyn Matuszkiewicz won
a copy of the book Caroline Erker-
Ferreira was lucky enough to be given
Mullen's Christinas nightgown Not to

President Zachary Adams. Second place
was awarded to Victoria Wild, and the

coveted first prize went to Aimee Bush.
Adams said that the night was "another
great CAB event to add to the Christmas
season="

Josiah Proia, senior, said that he

stopped by the story time to "take a
break from his studies" and that "seeing
Mills and Mullen is a plus, especially in
their seasonal attire." For him, Christmas

PHOTO BY DANIEL PEIXOTO

Mullen gave a copy ofGreat Joy to the person with the longest last name. Jocelyn
Matus.kiewic.

be outdone, First Gentleman Paul Mills

shed his own nightgown and threw it
into the audience. The nightgown arced
through the air and landed on junior
Kristen Beck's lap.

CAB then rounded up everyone
wearing an ugly sweater and judged
each one accordingly. In fourth place,
Courtney Spink stood proudly, while
third place was achieved by SGA

brings a time to remember that

'eveything we've been given is a gift.-

Mullen commented that she has enjoyed

reading through Isaiah every Advent
season since college and uses an Advent
calendar to mark the season. As the snow

keeps falling, keep the Advent season in
your mind, remembering as Proia said.
that this season isa gift. as is everything
we've been given. *

T
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Students Use Arts to Raise AIDS Awareness
BY CAMERON THIBAULT

„1 11|V .irc· puppilly lip at .in .11,timmy'

tripled m thi p.1.1 10 LL·.11 .. Luth .ib, iu:
14.CHH) neN mi.*011(,|10 ,)L.un|Ill! dJAI

ucirlduide While 111.111\ hicu. their

attention Gn AH)% In rural Atric.i. It 1.

e.timated that 9(l'o of 11.'U 1/lk Ltlk }Il.

are happening m dneloping countric.
around the globe. Ki ith cner 33 4 million

people worldu·ide currentl> 1, ing u ith
the HIV virus, countle orgamiation,
have banned together in attempt Ic, fight
this dieak h> equipping other. with the
knouledge. resourceb. and,Ipportun,lie.
w make a difference

World AIDS da>. 1)ecember l. uas

intated to help· rai>,e awar:lic>. tor
this .devastating epidemic Houghton
students. along uith facult> memherb
.uch a. Intercultural .tudi:. protc.wr
Ndunge Kiti. Ph.11.1„ined the hartic h>
tinding their oun „ a> to .hed light m

the .ufluring and bring 11„pc te th,u,c In
need thrcHIgh a .eric> ii! e,ent· that t„i,k
place „n Wedneda> and I hur.li.15 „1
la:t u eck

11./11 began uith liedne.d.<1 -. 0,4 1.,1

cl,id In red to .134,14 their .upport tor Ilic
C.,U.C 111 11(INAN 111li.Ic.,1 Irlki|IlliC..

piwit. al,¥und the .1.ige pdintitiy .111.tr.ic i
.ind e\pre-itint.t miage. „t „ h.it .\11 )5
meant ti) th:m Pr:,1 llc'. pinting. u 111.·11

depicted tui, tigure. Aune .hroudi·Li in

red huddled z„yether .ind enc.ip.ulated
h> a mi,imhke Lie.cent n.i dipl.i> cd in
the b.1.ement 1,1 th: c.,Inpu. .'criter J. .1

reminderofthe inipt,nance „t .upponint·i
thi,0: Lihii .uller tromthi· 111\ 1 iru.

1 he fullimmguening..iculleehou-

„PP,Irtuill> t„ p:ir·11:lpate m Bari„u.
lundrai>,Ing actintle.. The .1,10 >tage
featured the mu.ical 41>·ling of fre.hlii,in
Taylor Wilding. iumor Dann> kim. and

trahman Ben Murphs. accomp.inled b>

wphomores Nathan (- ronk and Hannah

Jennings and tumor Deson Martin.

out.idc the door. m tlic reddiIi hue ot

hanging I.intern. ·\1-1\urk di,t).itcd h>

.h.ip:1 th, pr:,i„u. d.i\. Nd. j,ailable
1, Ir pur.11.1.c \1.1 .i .11:111 ,iucll,in ullere

ilurph>. a udunteer running the booth
in Jihich .tudent. could :,chang: 52 in
order to haic an AIDS da> logo creen

printed <in to atiithing (11 their liking,
.tai:*. "it pia>, a lot more interactn e than

1 irpected 11 to be. and that'h a really

good thing " Other tables u err set up
fur purchasing baked good+ or to help
one get an earl> +tari t)n their Christmas
M rapping for lubt S 1

Hundred> of dollar, biere raised

throughout the e, ent. and b> generous

donation. b> student.. will ta. u It>.
and Climmunit> member. alike

411 lund. are being hent 10 World
I i.1„11 to be u>ed for purchasing
medication for tho.e who can't afford

H a> Ne·11 J tor pre·ntatiu· education
m regard. 10 Ali)% ''It Ha. a really

.ucce·vful and enli,jable e\perience.

PHOTO BY MIKI KANEKO

Amy Coon, freshman, contributed iii main· components of the World AIDs Day

event.i. me·hiding uisisting m xercenprinting clothing

according to freshman Am>' Coon. who Roxanne Kehr. "It was really cool to see
helped organize the coffechoue along people use their artistic talents to glorify
with students Andrea Pacheco and God.- *

PHOTO BY MIKI KANEKO

1- rum l.-R. ),)phonic)re Nathun Cronk. Ir·.shman Ben iturph\·, and junt(irs Damn Kim azid Devon Martin perform for the Al Ds

Machleder Achieves "

BY HANNAH DUGGINS

InFebruarytheHoughtonCollege
Artist Series is hosting the Beijing
Guitar Duo. This Monday night,
however, several students chose not

to wait to enjoy the beautiful sounds
of guitar in chamber music at the
Center for the Arts Recital Hall

where Houghton College faculty
Dr. Anton Machleder performed a

faculty rccital with two guest artists
from the Rochester area.

An-Chi Ou'Vang has played
violin inthe Rochester Philharmonic

Orchestra since 1997 and teaches

viotin lessons privately and at
Hochstein School of Music in

Rochester. Machleder and OuYang

opened the concert with a few
movements ofAstor Piazolla's Histoire

du Tango, a frequently performed
work that explores the evolution of
the tango from the early 20* century.
Machleder then performed a selection
of solo pieces which included a few
of tile well-loved preludes by Heitor
Villa-Lobos, a Brazilian composer,
and several variations from Mexican

composer Manuel Ponce's Theme and
Variations on La Folia. Machleder

gave a brief historical introduction to
the La Folia variations and prefaced the
Ponce variations with an arrangement

of the same theme by 17* century
composer Gaspar Sanz. OuYang
rejoined Machleder on stage to play an
elegant 19* centuiy Italian sonata for
guitar and violin by Mauro Giuliani.

Unified Sound and Color"
The evening's music concluded

with a selection of three guitar duets
played by Machleder and Eastman
School ofMusic professor and widely-
acclaimed guitarist Dr. Nicholas
Goluses. The first two duets performed
were written by Cuban composers. As
a published scholar of Cuban guitar
music, Machleder recently released

a CD of Cuban guitar music and was
featured on NPR for his Cuban guitar

research. It was a special treat for
audience members to experience these
rarely performed pieces performed by
Machleder and Goluscs. The concert

ended with a 19* Centufy duet by

one of the foremost guitar composers
of the era, Fernando Sor. In contrast

to the Cuban duets, Sor's duets are

widely known by guitarists. Goluses

L'encoutagement
as "one of Sor's four great
duets." A beautiful example of
Sor's compositional mastery,

L'encoutagement represents the 19
century guitar duet at its best

Though only a small number
of students attended Monday
night's concert, the audience was
enthusiastically attentive and

responsive to the performers. A
hearty applause was offered after
each selection and students were

delighted to converse with the
performers after the concert finished.
Graduates fromarangeof years who
studied in Machleder's guitar studio

*SS Reet*d Cont'd onp. 5
-:
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A Contract of Faith: Faculty's Consent to Uniformity

BY MICAH WARF

The other day. out of sheer curiosit>.
I was examining Houghton's Faculty
Handbook. a document that outlines the

structure. governance. policies. procedures.
and expectations of the Houghton College
community. In the 'Statement of Faith-
section. I ran across an interesting bit of
information that sparked a few engaging
hours of study and exploration. Under a
very general Christian creedal statement
there is this quiet little caveat that has more
potential to shape the nature of Houghton
College than perhaps any other aspect of
its guidelines or practices: "...it should
be noted that all faculty are expected to
annually airm their adherence to the
Articles of. Religion of the sponsoring
denomination, The Wesleyan Church.

1 had previously assumed that these
"Articles" were something akin to an
afflrmation of the tenets of the Christian

faith, but my enjoyable interlude of study
uncovered somethmg entirely difTerent
Perhaps 1 was the only one unaware of
this, but the -Articles" are a document that

declaims, very specifically, the way that its
adherents (in Ais case faculty members)

are to think behave, worship, live, use
their resources, and engage in marriage
and other relationships, both familial and
romantic. And let me emphasize again that

all faculty are expec\ed to annually afinn

30

There is an

exceptionally
specific sort
of Christian

that is allowed

to be a part of
the Houghton

teaching
faculty

their adhemnce to this document This

isn't taken lightly - it's an integral part

of what sorts of people are teaching us.
There are those (1. myself, depending on

the day) who question whether we should.
in fact stock our classrooms with at least

a few non-Christian professors. and in the
midst of some obvious

benefits. there are also

valid reasons why this

may be a bad idea.
But what surprised
and discomforted me

was that Houghton
isn"t content to simply
hire Christians -

instead. there is an

eceptionally specific
sort of Christian that

is allowed to be a

part of the Houghton
teaching faculty.

Further on. the

Handbook promises
that "Houghton

College will sustain a

scholarly community of
believers who confess

the L.ordship of Jesus
and who actively seek

truth and recognize its foundation m

Christ " The goal of this, according to the
same source, is to -provide a challenging

and stimulating envimnment which is

also nurturing and supportive." The

question that ran through my head upon
juxtaposition of these statements was:

"can this sort ofchallenging and nurturing
environment - that is purportedly built
within a faculty that actively seeks truth
while professing a Christian faith-actually
exist in light of unequivocal adherence by
all concerned to the 'Articles ofReligion'T'

1 submit that it cannot, at least not nearly

Which off-campus program is or will
be most beneficial to students?

Out of 30 votes

East Meets 'j

FYH .

3%
33°

f -) Ho gh n
Ta Hougl6*,#

Under *

0%

Check out wuu.houghtonstar.com

for the new poll question

to the extent claimed by Houghton's
literature and its self.presentation. It would
be entirely understandable for Houghton
to expect adherence to a creedal statement
of faith from its faculty members. Even
further, it would be reasonable for that
creedal statement of faith to include

specifics, which

affect, in a general

way, how the

professed faith

is articulated and

understood in

relation to the life of

the Christian. But let

me present a short

list ofthe things that

our professors are

required to amrm
a specific Biblical
canon, the viewing

of homosexuality
as a perversion
and a sin, the free

will of humanity,
the possibility
of total earthly
sanctification,

the viewing of
communion as a

symbol only, a belief in an everiasting
hell the recognition that abstinence from
alcohol is "more Biblical" than diinking
in moderation, that spousal abuse is
nQi an acceptable reason for divorce,
that spiking in tongues is not to be
tolerated, and that God is to be understood

as specifcally a male, and a father.
This, to me, removes the possibility

of a "challenging and stimulating
environment" It is simply a fact that the
beliefs of our professors, no matter how
seemingly insignificant, influence and
shape the things that we are taught (or, as

1-etters
to the

Editor

houghtonstar@gmail.corn

Dear Editor,

Last week, Kyle Johnson wrote an

anicle that emphasized the need to keep

criticisms of Christianity in perspective.

Kyle is correct because some of the
criticism is based on misinformation or

a smear campaign, as in the historical
cases that Kyle mentioned. If Kyle

says that we should leave open the

possibility that there may be no way to

explain Christianity without criticism, I
say that this is a matter of reality. After

all, many of the claims of Christianity

appear no less fantastical than those of
other religions as seen from outsiders.
Whether or not criticism is based

is more often the case, not taught) in the
classroom. For a challenging environment

to be a reality, there must be challenging

ideas and beliefs that are taken seriously

by professors. To a great extent, it can
be said that Houghton expects its faculty
to all believe the same things. That is
a very poor and immature reflection of
God's kingdom, ofthe human experience,
and of the students that are here to learn.

It also handicaps the possibility of a
"nurturing and supportive" environment
It is ridiculous to think that a student

with beliefs contrary to those stated
in the "Articles" could be nurtured,

or find a mentoring figure among the
faculty, if every one of those professors
was persuaded of a different mindset.

Perhaps this is notthe waythatHoughton
actually is - I'd like to think that it's not.
If it is a different sort of place, should
not the central documents that govern
and shape this community reflect its tue
nature? Another possible circumstance is
that the faculty of Houghton are required
only to affirm these beliefs by signature,
but are free to personally deviate from
them, which seems to me dishonest

and quite unbecoming to mis college.
So, really, the only possibility that we are

left with is that all faculty do, indeed affirm
thedoctrines and teachings outlined inthese
documents, in all of their specificity, and
we are being herded and funneled, rather
than nurtured, challenged, and encouraged
to acmally embrace the diversity to which
this campus is so ready to give lip service,
but (apparently) unwilling to implement
in their fundamental consutution.

Micah is a graduate student in the
Greatbatch School of Music

on hysteria or legitimacy, we must
describe ourselves as Christians, or else

we give credence to misconceptions
and misinformation as tools that we

tolerate; furthermore, the world loses

respect for us if we waver in making our
identity clear. As a good friend told me,
Christianity is a case of a ioud minority
ruming the image of the majority.

Kyle claimed that criticism from non
- Christians is "...coming from those
who have different...criteria," and that

these presuppositions are "...necessarily
going to lead to misunderstandings that
can't really be reconciled." Although this
is theologically accurate, it is othenvise
ludicrous and unfounded. It is a non

sequitur for good will between Christians
and non- Christians. One could call this

a leap of faith - in the wrong direction.
When Christians meet non-Christians,

they must assume that there is a common
sense of morality, and that differences in
narrow religious dogma do not have far-
reaching consequences on this earth. One

of the tests of the truth of any religion
is its ability to work purposefully with
those outside the religion with the goal
of good. If Christianity could not do
this, I would be an apostate because

this would make religion life-destroying
nonsense that is incorrigible. I am no
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Hidden Self, photo

DECEMBER 10,2010

No Words, photo

One Choid, photo

A note«#on, the artist: People inspire me from the way they
express themselves. and present themselves to their different
styles, features. and passions. This inspiration has developed
within me a great appreciation for portrait photography. Cait-
lin Worthington photography stimulates my artistic intuition
and captivates my attention for hours. She has inspired me to
push boundaries, take risks and experiment in my photogra-
phy. I want to provoke my audience to question themselves
on how they view people as well as themselves. I want my
photos to take my observers intellectually deeper than the

superficial surface by leaving them questioning not only the
photo but their perspective on reality.

CROSSWORD: 20th Century Trivia
ACROSS

1. Beat, as in the Joneses

6. Airline purchased by American

9. Whirlpool
13. Better then good

14. Harry Potter's pet
15. Hindu woman's dress

16. Respond

17. 'Subject of 19705 embargo
18. --_-la

19. 'Vanished aviatrix

21. Red plus yellow
23. Feeling of veneration
24. Short for "and elsewhere" or

"and others"

25.'The widest net ever cast?

28. A son of Adam and Eve

30. Some claim it is everything
35. Sailor's call

37. Looked at

39. Opposite the pinnacle
40. Actress Campbell

41. Humpy ungulate

43. Hokkaido language
44."The American

46. Rig
47. 'Landing spot

48. Metal detector, e.g.

50. Not any

52. *Used in German artillery
shells in WWI

53. Cashier's call

55. African migrator
57. Deprive of food
60. *Conflict without active fire

64. Unusual collectible

65. 'Dolly's cry
67. Love intensely

68. Uon group
69. Chicken's successor or pre-
decessor

70. The smallest dwarf planet

71. Fusses

72. "To His - Mistress," poem

73. German surrealist Max

DOWN

1. Made popular by "Shrek"
2. Carbamide

3. Salty drop
4. Medvedev's country house,

e.g.

5. Capital of Canada

6. Thomas the Engine's warning
7. *1914-1918 event

8. Administer

9. Bring home the bacon
10. *Transvestite clothing
11. Mark for omission

12. Uh-huh

15. *Advocate of Great Purge
20. Three-stringed violin
22. 'Sinatra's pack
24. Just one on Mendeleev's

table

25. Harry's and Hermione's
magic tools
26. One of journalism's Ws
27. Like a basket

29. Unfledged hawk
31 - "Yes,

32. Dostoevsky's "The "
33. de l'Enclos, French

poet and courtesan

34. Straining sound
36. #12 Down, pl.
38. Visual presentation
42. Jargon
45. 'Candie in the wind?

49. One time around

51. Twist together
54. Three-masted merchant

vessel

56. Dairy gland

13

16

19

25

35

40

44

48

64

68

71

2 3

57. Voiceless consonant

58.*The Three Tenors

59. *Blood disease

60. Cautious and wary, att. spelling
61. Damaged by long use
62. Greek god of war

26

57

27

58

4

23

36

59

45

5 6

28

53

20

37

41

49

14

17

29

46

54

65

n

7

24

50

8

21

38

60

63. R in RIP

64. Tax helper

66. Gone by

22

30

55

42

15

18

39

51

67

70

73

9

31

43

47

68

10

32

52

61

11

33

62

12

34

63




